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Week of 22nd June 2020 

What’s on our mind this week? 

 

1. Tensions flare at the China-India border 

2. US-listed Chinese companies are coming home 

 

1. Tensions flare at the China-India border 

Over the past week, the border tensions between China and India in the Ladakh region 

reached a new high that had not been witnessed in decades. It was reported that at least 

20 Indian soldiers were killed in a face-off with Chinese troops at the Galwan Valley near 

Ladakh with a similar number of Chinese troops reportedly killed during the clashes. The 

Ladakh border dispute is one of the oldest disputes India has had with China, dating back 

to the 19th century. It has continued to remain contentious since the formation of 

Independent India in 1947.  

To give some historical context, border reconciliation talks happened in 1960 between 

the then Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai and Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and 

ended up in a failure. It was followed by the Indo-China war in 1962 when China asserted 

its control over Aksai Chin which borders Ladakh, the Line of Control (LAC) acting as the 

separating line. It is an uninhabited high-altitude wasteland crossed by the Xinjiang-Tibet 

Highway with the border running 3500 kilometers long.  
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Source: BBC, June 2020   

The current tensions are due to Chinese troops crossing the Line of Control and moving 

into the Indian territory according to the Indian army. The Chinese foreign ministry 

spokesman said India had crossed the border twice, "provoking and attacking Chinese 

personnel, resulting in serious physical confrontation between border forces on the two 

sides". The LAC is poorly demarcated. The presence of rivers, lakes and snowcaps makes 

the lines shift and soldiers on either side frequently come face to face which makes this 

region highly sensitive. The recent construction of roads by India in Ladakh is also said to 

have increased Chinese aggression as India’s decision to develop infrastructure in that 

region seems to have infuriated Beijing.   

Confrontations along the border have remained tense since May, resulting in some 

physical scuffle that developed into the current stage. At present the situation continues 

to remain tense and India’s defense minister is said to have changed the rules of 

engagement with the Chinese at LAC empowering the Indian army field commanders to 

use firearms under ''extraordinary'' circumstances. As revealed by Indian army sources on 

late Monday night (22nd June) both armies were blocked in top-level military talks to 

discuss the Galwan face-off and other points of dispute that lasted for more than 11 hours.  

While the situation continues to remain edgy, we believe there is a high likelihood that it 

dies down and not escalate into something big given that India is battling a recession 

amidst Covid-19. A war at this juncture would be unbearable.  
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2. US-listed Chinese companies are coming home 

As part of its anti-China push, the US Senate passed on 20th May 2020 the Holding Foreign 

Companies Accountable Act that is meant to prevent Chinese companies from being 

listed in the United States if they fail to comply with the Public Company Accounting 

Oversight Board’s (PCAOB) audits for three years in a row. The most critical condition to 

fulfill is for the PCAOB to be given access to the audit papers of local auditors in China. 

This goes against Chinese law that prohibits audit documents from being sent overseas, 

whatever the circumstances. Hence a deadlock and a grey area that had been going on 

for years but that had never been dealt with until Senators John Kennedy (Republican) 

and Chris Van Hollen (Democrat) submitted their bill. The bill still needs to pass the House 

of Representatives and to be endorsed by President Trump before it becomes law. 

By doing so, the US legislature has probably triggered a chain effect that will accelerate 

the growth of Chinese equity markets, Hong Kong, Shanghai and Shenzhen, at the 

expense of US markets. Six months after Alibaba (market cap USD 592bn) obtained a 

secondary listing in Hong Kong, the list of Chinese companies currently trading in New 

York and seeking a secondary listing in Hong Kong is growing almost by the day. Over 

the past two weeks, we saw Netease (market cap USD 58bn) and JD.com (USD 91bn) 

follow Alibaba’s footsteps. The rumour goes that Yum China (USD 20bn), Trip.com (USD 

15bn), Huazhu (USD 11bn), TAL (USD 40bn) and New Oriental Education (USD 22bn) are 

in the starting blocks. It is in total approximately 250 companies with a combined market 

capitalization of USD 1.5 trillion that will likely follow the same path and ultimately delist 

from the New York Stock Exchange within the next two to three years, if not much sooner. 

If they list in Hong Kong (like Alibaba, Netease and JD.com recently did), these companies 

may become eligible to join the Southbound Stock Connect, which will allow any mainland 

Chinese retail investor with RMB500,000 in his/her securities account to buy into these 

names. We have seen regulations being amended lately to allow companies with multiple 

classes of shares and different voting rights to list in Hong Kong, which is the case for 

many of these US-listed Chinese companies. We have also noticed that the two most 

recently set up Chinese stock exchanges of Shanghai and Shenzhen, namely the STAR 

Board and the ChiNext, allow companies with multiple voting rights, as well as foreign 

entities and companies using complex legal structures known as Variable Interest Entities 

to be listed on their platforms using a fast registration process (as opposed to a much 

lengthier approval process that currently applies to the main boards).  
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In other words, both China and Hong Kong stock markets have prepared themselves to 

welcome those companies that stand to be expelled from the US stock market. We do not 

think they will lose many US institutional investors in the process as those investors are 

perfectly capable of investing in Hong Kong or in mainland China. However, it is likely that 

they will benefit greatly from gaining access to mainland retail investors who, until now, 

could not invest in these leading companies of China.  
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